June 22, 2016

The following was sent to the KYAE listserv.

A new recruitment tool for you!

Hello, all!

A recent “trainstorming” session in Daviess County has led to the creation of a new recruitment tool ...

The “Ticket To Success” is designed for you to provide to recent GED® graduates, who can then deliver to friends/family who need to earn a GED® diploma.

As you’ll see when you click on the customizable, downloadable version here, they print four to a page. You may choose to have the student address the other side and send them out as postcards, or you may prefer to have them hand-deliver them.

Remember the RULE OF 7! And if you don’t know what that is, just ask Missy Brownson! You can reach her at Missy.Brownson@ky.gov or (502) 573-5114, ext. 123.